USS Quirinus Transcript 990823
Host ACTDMark says:
---------------------------------------------- BEGIN MISSION ------------------------------------------------------
CMO_OMlry says:
::in SB::
XO_Sulek says:
::Stands staring at the figure on the screen::
CSOKrauz says:
::feels like he got backed into by a Saber Class starship::
SCIKoepke says:
::watches the viewscreen::
EO-McRae says:
::on bridge at engineering station::
CNSherida says:
::in SB::
EO-McRae says:
::trys to get better screen resolution::
CSOKrauz says:
CMO: Whad happend?  My Node....I cand breade drough my Node.
CMO_OMlry says:
::looks over Krauz on biobed 2::
CSOKrauz says:
::touches his swollen nose gently::
CO_Mav says:
:: sits in his chair ::
CNSherida says:
CMO: Report please on Trebor and Krauz?
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION:  The Bridge remains quiet as the Turbolift doors open and Maverick enters the Bridge to see the viewscreen... bloody commbadge and all.
CMO_OMlry says:
CSO: Take it easy, not broken but will be sensitive for a bit
EO-McRae says:
::ignores captain, works on engineering station::
CSOKrauz says:
::winces as he does so::  Achh....::snort::
SCIKoepke says:
::throws maverick a quick glance, then looks back at the viewscreen::
XO_Sulek says:
CO: We have apparently made contact.
CNSherida says:
CMO: Dr. are they going to be alright?
CMO_OMlry says:
CSO: I have given you something to bring the swelling down quickly, but it will be sore for a day or 2
CSOKrauz says:
::nods::  Danks Doc
CO_Mav says:
:: stops for a moment ::
CMO_OMlry says:
CNS: Yes, they are going to be fine...
EO-McRae says:
::kicks station to try and jumpstart it::
CNSherida says:
::walks over to Krauz's bed:: CSO: How are you feeling?
XO_Sulek says:
CO:  He has transmitted one message...We need help.
CSOKrauz says:
Cns:  Lide a Naussican used my head as a punching bagd
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The viewscreen suddenly goes black.. and the lights come back on.
CO_Mav says:
XO: Great, they want help... I'd rather not give any but it's our job.
CNSherida says:
::smiles::
CMO_OMlry says:
::turns back to Krauz::  CSO: you can return to duty, but...be careful
SCIKoepke says:
XO, CO: I say somebody has been captured by something living in or at Mt. Hera
CSOKrauz says:
::laughs, but it hurts to do so:: Cns:  Ids nod dat funny.....
CMO:  Danks Doc, appreciate id.
EO-McRae says:
::scratches head, wondering if kicking computer actually worked::
CE_Stevns says:
::runs out of his quarters and enters the TL and heads to the bridge.::
XO_Sulek says:
CO:  Sensors indicate Psionic disturbance in the area of Mt. Hera and briefly on some decks
CMO_OMlry says:
CNS: Trebor is still sleeping, but will be back soon for duty
SCIKoepke says:
CO, XO: The storms are going to start up again soon
CE_Stevns says:
::exits the TL and enters the bridge::
CNSherida says:
CMO: Are you sure?
CSOKrauz says:
::stands, dabing at his nose again....ears perked...hearing something::
EO-McRae says:
::looks around bridge::
CMO_OMlry says:
CNS: Yes, he regained consciousness, but is quite tired from the ordeal
SCIKoepke says:
CO, XO: Might I suggest that we send down another AT before the storms start up - this time near Mt. Hera?
CNSherida says:
CMO: Thank God!
CSOKrauz says:
::see's only the CMO and Cnslr in the Sickbay, besides the inert form of the OPS officer......shakes head, temporarily clearing the voices::
XO_Sulek says:
CO: I concur with the SO
CO_Mav says:
XO, SO: Agreed.
CMO_OMlry says:
CSO: Check back with me in a day or 2 for a checkup
CO_Mav says:
XO: Get a team and head down. Only 3 people, STICK TOGETHER.
CE_Stevns says:
EO:  Hello Ensign Quinn,
CSOKrauz says:
CMO:  Sure ding Doc
SCIKoepke says:
::smiles::
CNSherida says:
::looks at CSO:: CSO: Everything alright?
EO-McRae says:
CE: Hello, sir.
CE_Stevns says:
EO:  Have you enjoyed everything so far.
SCIKoepke says:
XO: Request permission to join the AT
CSOKrauz says:
::eyebrows furrowed, he turns and heads for the door::  Cnslr:  No (coming out sounding like "Doh") - someding id wrong wid dis place
EO-McRae says:
CE: Very much so.  At least I'm not on a station, bored out of my skull.
XO_Sulek says:
CO: Aye.  Koepke, Stevens, McRae:  Report to to TR1
SCIKoepke says:
XO: Yes sir.
CE_Stevns says:
XO: Yes, sir
CSOKrauz says:
::steps out into the hallway::  *XO*  You needed to see me, Commander?
CE_Stevns says:
::exits the bridge and enters the TL
CNSherida says:
::watches the CSO leave::
SCIKoepke says:
::enters TL and waits for the others::
EO-McRae says:
::follows CE and SCI to TL::
CE_Stevns says:
TL: TR1
XO_Sulek says:
::heads to TL::
CMO_OMlry says:
::goes over to Trebor's bed and runs another series of scans::
CE_Stevns says:
::holds the TL for hte XO::
CE_Stevns says:
XO: sorry si
CE_Stevns says:
sir
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: A sound of a vulcan lyre can be heard on the bridge.
CNSherida says:
::goes over to Trebor's bed::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: Its coming from the Ready Room.
CSOKrauz says:
::walks toward the Turbolifts.....still feeling a bit uncomfortable::
SCIKoepke says:
::exits the TL along with everybody else and heads towards TR1::
CO_Mav says:
:: puts his face in his hands and groans ::
XO_Sulek says:
::arives TR1 with AT:: All:  full gear
CNSherida says:
::whispers::CMO: He looks pale.
EO-McRae says:
::Enters TR1::
SCIKoepke says:
::picks up tricorder and phaser::
CSOKrauz says:
::steps on the TL and sighs as the TL doors close....as the lift ascends toward the bridge, a wave of cold sweats runs across him......::
CMO_OMlry says:
CNS: Terbor is ok...I have started fluids for him just in case
XO_Sulek says:
::Moves to locker, takes phaser, wristlight, tricorder::
CE_Stevns says:
::grabs two engineering kits and hands one to the EO and graabs a phaser and tricorder::
SCIKoepke says:
XO: I get the feeling you don't think Mt. Hera has a different atmosphere?
XO_Sulek says:
Sci: The planet seems to scan consistently
EO-McRae says:
::grabs phaser and tricorder:: XO, SCI, CE: Anyone have an extra light, mine wasn't working earlier.
CNSherida says:
CMO: Is there anything I can help you with Sean?
CE_Stevns says:
::After holstering his phaser and tricorder he grabs a wristlight and attcthes it.::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: As Sulek turns he sees a woman sitting on the transporter padd.. crying...
SCIKoepke says:
::throws the EO a light::
CSOKrauz says:
::slams the emergency stop on the TL and feels as though he is drowning....the walls of the turbolift closing in...::
EO-McRae says:
::pulls on light.  pockets phaser::
CMO_OMlry says:
CNS: no right now...with Trebor resting, I have some reports to finish..thats about it.
XO_Sulek says:
*Bridge* Scan TR1 for psionic disturbance
SCIKoepke says:
XO: Something wrong?
CNSherida says:
CMO: Well then, I guess I'll get back to my office.
XO_Sulek says:
Woman: How may we help you?
CNSherida says:
::heads for the door::
XO_Sulek says:
Sci:  I seem to be seeing one of our ghosts
CO_Mav says:
*XO* Will do.
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Woman looks up.. her eyes are bleeding.... and she suddenly vanishes
CNSherida says:
CMO: See you later Sean.
CSOKrauz says:
::shudders, coughing and shivering....the walls getting much closer...::
SCIKoepke says:
XO: Oh, great.
CMO_OMlry says:
::sees CNS exit SB::  CNS: Take care...see ya.
XO_Sulek says:
self: Fascinating
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION:  Lt. Grey emerges from the Turbolift and looks around...
EO-McRae says:
SCI: In the academy they said psionic disturbances are associated with telepathy and things like that.  Could this be caused by that Q creature I studied?
CNSherida says:
::heads down the corridor to her office::
XO_Sulek says:
All: the apparition has disappeared
SCIKoepke says:
::steps on Transporter Pad::
SCIKoepke says:
EO: The Q?  I don't think so...they're different...
CE_Stevns says:
::steps on Transporter Pad::
XO_Sulek says:
::Steps on transporter pad giving coordinates to TR officer::
XO_Sulek says:
All: Ready?
EO-McRae says:
SCI: Okay, just curious.  ::Steps on transporter pad::
CE_Stevns says:
XO: yes sir
SCIKoepke says:
EO: The Q are fascinating, aren't they?   XO: Yes sir
CSOKrauz says:
::paws at his commbadge::  *Cns*  Help.....::shudders:: drowning....
EO-McRae says:
XO: Aye Sir.
CMO_OMlry says:
::begins to look at overdue medical reports to Starfleet::
CNSherida says:
::enters her office and begins to review the days reports::
EO-McRae says:
::suddenly forgets what he'd been talking about::
Host ACTDMark says:
@ ACTION: The AT appears at the foot of the mountain... in breathable atmosphere.  The air is tingly.. energized
CSOKrauz says:
::feels the walls pressing on his chest, making breathing so difficult::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION:  Grey walks to the Captain and taps him on the shoulder
SCIKoepke says:
@self: Waahaaaa, I was right!
XO_Sulek says:
@::materializes on planet, takes out tricorder:: All: full scans
EO-McRae says:
@::breathes deeply::
CO_Mav says:
:: stands up and turns around and sees Grey - suddenly stands still ::
SCIKoepke says:
@::takes tricorder and scans for an entrance into the mountain::
CSOKrauz says:
::remembers the channel is open..slumps down and mutters::  Help me.....::watches black rings form around his vision::
CE_Stevns says:
@All: This is a big mountain
EO-McRae says:
@::scans surroundings for anything::
CO_Mav says:
Grey: Er... Yes..?
CNSherida says:
::feels uneasy that Trebor and Krauz are still suffering from their ordeal::
Host ACTDMark says:
<Grey> Maverick:  Sir, I forgot to set my alarm.. I'm sorry it will never happen again ::He's showing obvious signs of anti-proton burns::
FCO_Braun says:
:: enters the bridge ::
CO_Mav says:
Grey: Oh... By the way...
FCO_Braun says:
CO:  Captain, Lt Cmdr Braun reporting for... :: trails off wondering what the Captain is talking to ::
XO_Sulek says:
@Sci: What were the exact coordinates of the Psionic disturbance?
EO-McRae says:
CE: Not that big.  I've seen bigger.  Of course, they were entire planets.
CSOKrauz says:
::wonders why the Counselor isnt responding.....he always told Millie that if she ever had another claustrophobic attack to page her...::  *CNS*  Help.......::wheeze::...its happening again....
SCIKoepke says:
@XO: They were surrounding the whole mountain
CO_Mav says:
:: nods to Braun and whispers :: Get to work and scan right ahead of me - our Science officer isn't up here.
Host ACTDMark says:
@ ACTION: The Air suddenly begins to move... the wind picks up sharply
CE_Stevns says:
@EO:  but i am not fond of heights.  So this is a big mountain.
CO_Mav says:
Grey: Have you been feeling strange lately?
FCO_Braun says:
:: wonders what he got into :: CO:  Aye, sir...
CE_Stevns says:
@::tries hard to regain balance::
CO_Mav says:
:: reaches out and puts his hand on Grey's shoulder ::
CNSherida says:
::hears the CSO calling:: *CSO* Sheridan here. Problems?
SCIKoepke says:
@XO: I believe we should find the entrance to this thing soon, because the storms are about to start up again.
Host ACTDMark says:
<Grey>  Maverick:  Yes.. as a matter of fact.  But I just write it off as to being dead and being murdered by you
FCO_Braun says:
:: reports in on Science station 1 and scans ::
SCIKoepke says:
@::takes another tricorder scan to find the entrance::
EO-McRae says:
@::Steadies self against wind::
EO-McRae says:
@::scans for entrance::
XO_Sulek says:
@*Quirinus* Might want to transport pattern enhancers in case storm starts up.
CSOKrauz says:
::wheeze::  *CNS*  Dr Thomas...the attacks ::wheeze::  the claustroph.....::wheeze::  I cant breathe!
CO_Mav says:
Grey: Ha ha, that's a good one. You died greatly, and have always been in our hearts... heh heh... :: laughs nervously stepping back ::
CNSherida says:
*CSO* Lt. Cmdr. respond!.
SCIKoepke says:
@XO: I found the entrance!  ::heads towards readings::
Host ACTDMark says:
<Grey> ::Just stares at the Captain::
CSOKrauz says:
*CNS*  ::wheeze::
XO_Sulek says:
@Sci:  then I suggest we move in.
CMO_OMlry says:
::finishes medical reports for Starfleet:: Computer: Send latest medical reports to Starfleet Medical
CNSherida says:
*CSO* Krauz!
SCIKoepke says:
@::draws phaser in one hand, tricorder in the other, slowly enters into the mountain::
EO-McRae says:
@Self: You've lived over six lifetimes and you can't think of a single thing that is like this.  What good are you?
CSOKrauz says:
*CNS*  Wheeze....::tugs at his tunic....blacking out::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: An Medical Academy Professor walks into Sickbay and looks around.
XO_Sulek says:
@::crosses to entrance and moves in phaser in hand::
CO_Mav says:
Grey: So, uh... Would you like to go... somewhere..? :: is almost having a heart attack at this point ::
FCO_Braun says:
CO:  Uh, Captain, the sensors show nothing there... attempting to modify sensor scans...
CNSherida says:
*CSO*Do you require medical assistance?
CO_Mav says:
:: whispers :: FCO: Keep it down!
CMO_OMlry says:
::sees medical professor walk in::  Self; What the...
Host ACTDMark says:
<Grey> Maverick: Your funeral would be nice... ::Lunges at the Captain::
CSOKrauz says:
*CNS*  ::open, silent channel::
CO_Mav says:
Grey: AGH! :: jumps backwards blocking his assault ::
CMO_OMlry says:
Prof: May...I help you?
SCIKoepke says:
@::sets phaser to stun and continues to take scans as she moves forward::
EO-McRae says:
@::Draws phaser and follows rest of team::
Host ACTDMark says:
<MProf> O'Mallory:  Don't mind me.. routine inspection time Sean.
CNSherida says:
*CSO* Aye sir..
FCO_Braun says:
:: notices the sense of urgency in the Captain's voice ::
CO_Mav says:
:: grabs at his phaser, pointing it at Grey's chest, firing ::
XO_Sulek says:
@::scanning just inside entrance::
CE_Stevns says:
@::follows the XO::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION:  Grey suddenly dissappears and Maverick stuns the crewman at Tactical
CMO_OMlry says:
Prof: how did you get aboard?  No ship in this sector
FCO_Braun says:
:: starts at the phaser fire ::
SCIKoepke says:
@::waits for the rest of the AT, begins scanning for lifeforms::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: All of the illusions on the ship vanish.. the Med Prof... Grey.. Everything...
EO-McRae says:
@::Scans the exterior of the mountain to compare with the interior::
CO_Mav says:
:: gets up off the ground and looks at the crewman and shouts some obscenities ::
Host ACTDMark says:
@ ACTION: The air seems to be suddenly full of voices talking all at once...
CMO_OMlry says:
::shakes his head::  Self: ok...
FCO_Braun says:
:: modify scans at the point of Captain's phaser fire ::
CE_Stevns says:
@All: oh great voices again
CSOKrauz says:
::opens his eyes with a start....looking around......mutters aloud through the open channel::  What am I doing on the floor?
SCIKoepke says:
@self: Not again!
EO-McRae says:
@::tries to block out voices::
CO_Mav says:
FCO: Report to the helm, officer...
SCIKoepke says:
@All: Does anyone find this just as strange as the ship?
EO-McRae says:
@XO: What is that?  There's no one around?
Host ACTDMark says:
@ ACTION:  The voices are low... very eerie.. sort of like eavesdropping but not quite hearing
CNSherida says:
*CSO* Can you get to my office?
SCIKoepke says:
@::keeps walking ahead trying to get some kind of lifeform reading::
EO-McRae says:
@::Sets scanner to locate source of voices::
XO_Sulek says:
@hearing the voices:: All: try to set tricorder to single out a voice.  ::moves deeper into the glowing cave::
CSOKrauz says:
::jumps at the Counselors voice::  *CNS*  Did I page you?  ::stands and wipes the sweat from his brow::
FCO_Braun says:
CO:  Aye, Captain...
Host ACTDMark says:
@ SCANS:  Tricorders suddenly pick up 132 lifeforms in the cavern ahead.
FCO_Braun says:
:: logs in at the helm ::
SCIKoepke says:
@XO: Lifeforms are registering this way.  132 to be exact.
CSOKrauz says:
::wonders why the emergency breaks were engaged...disengages them and appears on the bridge moments later::
XO_Sulek says:
@All:  Move to the life forms.
CNSherida says:
*CSO* Yes, Lt. Cmdr. Please come to my office!
EO-McRae says:
@XO: Didn't see those earlier for some reason.::Tries to reconfigure the tricorder::
Host ACTDMark says:
@ ACTION: The voices get louder...
SCIKoepke says:
@XO: Yes sir.  ::waits for the rest of the AT to catch up::
EO-McRae says:
@XO: Aye sir.
CSOKrauz says:
*Cns*  in five minutes...I need to check in on the bridge.  Krauz out
SCIKoepke says:
@EO: That's why I'm the SO.  ::winks::
XO_Sulek says:
@::begins moving toward the lifeforms, phaser ready::
CSOKrauz says:
::walks out of the lift and looks around::
CNSherida says:
*CSO* I'll hold you to that Cmdr.
EO-McRae says:
@::heads toward voices, phaser drawn, waits for AT::
Host ACTDMark says:
@ ACTION: The AT suddenly emerges onto an immense cavern.  130 scientists are all asleep on the ground, being tended too by two small gnarled aliens
CSOKrauz says:
::raises both eyebrows as he notices the CO with his phaser drawn::
CE_Stevns says:
@:: takes up the rear of the AT and watches for any surprises::
CNSherida says:
*CSO* Sheridan out
SCIKoepke says:
@::follows Sulek and stops at the cave entrance::
EO-McRae says:
@XO: What are those?
EO-McRae says:
::points to aliens::
CSOKrauz says:
CO:  Commander Krauz, reporting Captain
SCIKoepke says:
@All: The people from the colony?
FCO_Braun says:
:: checks the ships position and flight status ::
CNSherida says:
::gets Lt. Cmdr. Krauz's file out::
CO_Mav says:
CSO: Welcome back.
EO-McRae says:
@SCI: Must be.
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The voices of the AT can suddenly be heard throughout the ship..
CSOKrauz says:
CO:  Thank you, Sir
CSOKrauz says:
::walks over to his console and logs in::
CNSherida says:
::hears voices::
CMO_OMlry says:
::after reports are sent, hears voices of AT::
SCIKoepke says:
@All: They're all asleep.
XO_Sulek says:
@EO:  An alien life form.  Cover me.
CSOKrauz says:
::looks up, hearing the AT::
EO-McRae says:
@::Covers XO:: XO: Aye Sir.
CNSherida says:
:: familiar voices::
XO_Sulek says:
@::Moves to aliens:: Aliens: what do you seek here?
Host ACTDMark says:
@ ACTION: The first alien suddenly looks up... startled... it makes motions showing its deaf and mute
CMO_OMlry says:
::hits comm badge::  Bridge: Why am I hearing the AT in SB?
SCIKoepke says:
@XO: Telepathic?
CSOKrauz says:
::checks to see if the AT CommChannel was set to shipwide broadcast::
EO-McRae says:
@XO: I don't think they understand.
CNSherida says:
::taps comm badge:: *CMO* Dr. did you hear voices?
XO_Sulek says:
@::quickly he tries typing his question into the tricorder screen and shows it to the alien::
EO-McRae says:
@XO: The psionic disturbances would suggest telepathy.
CMO_OMlry says:
*Bridge* Is there a medical problem?
CSOKrauz says:
::blanches when he see's that it isnt::  *CMO*  We're working on it....Krauz out
EO-McRae says:
@::whisper:: SCI: try thinking something at them.
XO_Sulek says:
@Sci: If you're hypothesis is correct, then I will need to make physical contact with the alien.
Host ACTDMark says:
@  ACTION: The Alien shakes his head not understanding.. but gestures for the AT to sleep
CE_Stevns says:
@XO: I think he is telling us to go to sleep
CMO_OMlry says:
::begins to prepare for an AT emergency::
SCIKoepke says:
@All: I don't think we want to...
EO-McRae says:
@All: I think that would be a very bad idea.
XO_Sulek says:
@CE: I agree, but that would not be wise.
CE_Stevns says:
@XO: That could be how they communicate.
CNSherida says:
::hits comm badge again:: *CO* Sir, am I needed up there?
CO_Mav says:
*CNS* It'd be nice, Counselor...
XO_Sulek says:
@Sci: Can we awaken one of the Scientists?
SCIKoepke says:
@*CO* We just found out where the scientists went... they were all put to sleep by some dwarfs.
Host ACTDMark says:
@ ACTION: One of the sleeping scientists, in fact several seem to be having nightmares and are tossing fitfully.
CNSherida says:
*CO* On my way sir!
SCIKoepke says:
@::bends down and carefully shakes one of the scientists::
CNSherida says:
::heads out of her office and to the TL::
Host ACTDMark says:
@ ACTION: The scientists slowly wakes up... Koepke:  Who are you?
EO-McRae says:
@XO: Scanner show they are dreaming.  And those dreams appear violent.  Could that be what's affecting the ship?
CNSherida says:
::enters TL:: Bridge
EO-McRae says:
@::nonchalantly aims at aliens, just in case::
SCIKoepke says:
@XO: I guess so.
SCIKoepke says:
@Scientist: I am Lt. Jg. Julia C. Köpke, from the USS Quirinus
SCIKoepke says:
@Scientist: What happened here?
CNSherida says:
::enters bridge and heads for the Captain:: CO: Sir, what is going on here?
Host ACTDMark says:
@ <Sci> Koepke:  We were sleeping.. the storms got to bad to stay at the outpost so our friends let us stay here..
CO_Mav says:
CNS: You tell me.
CMO_OMlry says:
::realizing hasn't eaten in awhile, decides to head to Nero's for a bite::  MO: Keep an eye on Trebor, I will return in a bit
XO_Sulek says:
@EO: agreed, but it may not prudent for the scientist to do so.  ::Crossed to awake scientist::Scientist:  I am Lt.Cmdr Sulek, XO aboard the Quirinus.  Tell us about your friends.
CNSherida says:
::looks puzzled::
CMO_OMlry says:
CMO: Aye sir...
SCIKoepke says:
@::looks a bit puzzled::
CO_Mav says:
CNS: Grey appeared and tried to kill me... I fired at him and ended up hitting a crewman.
CMO_OMlry says:
::exits SB to TL::  Nero's
CSOKrauz says:
::raises an eyebrow, overhearing the CO::
SCIKoepke says:
@Scientist: There wasn't any contact with the Colony for quite some time, so we were sent to investigate...
CNSherida says:
CO: Grey, sir?
Host ACTDMark says:
@ <Sci> Sulek: We call them Tip and Tap... How long has it been?  We just went to sleep...
CO_Mav says:
CNS: Yes, Grey.
CNSherida says:
CO: Another ghost sighting sir?
CMO_OMlry says:
::loosens tunic of uniform as TL stops::
CO_Mav says:
CNS: He tackled me... So I shot him.
SCIKoepke says:
@XO: How long have they been asleep?
XO_Sulek says:
@Scientist:  It may be that your REM nightmares are somehow being magnified and effecting the crew on the Quirinus is it safe to wake the others up?
CNSherida says:
CO: Sir, do you always fire phasers on the bridge?
CMO_OMlry says:
::heads into Nero's, grabs a roast beef sandwich and sits::
XO_Sulek says:
@Sci: Apparently some time.
SCIKoepke says:
@Scientist, XO: A couple of weeks...
Host ACTDMark says:
@ <Sci> Sulek: I don't see why not... it couldn't have been long.. I just went to sleep..
CNSherida says:
CO: Not a smart move sir. Where is security?
CMO_OMlry says:
::enjoys a small dinner with his sythehol whiskey::
XO_Sulek says:
@All: Set tricorders for harmonic discharge to awaken the other scientists.
CO_Mav says:
:: frowns at Sheridan ::
SCIKoepke says:
@XO: Yes sir. ::sets tricorder::.
CNSherida says:
::sees the Captain frown::
CO_Mav says:
CNS: I didn't ask for comments. When you're about to be killed by some crazy ghost you don't sit there and smile, do you?
EO-McRae says:
@XO: Scans show these interior walls are some sort of psionic conductor.  I'll bet that's what's magnifying the dreams and affecting the ship.
XO_Sulek says:
@::turns on harmonic discharge::
CE_Stevns says:
@::sets tricorder to the harmonic discharges::
Host ACTDMark says:
@ ACTION: Every scientists groans and starts to wake up...
CE_Stevns says:
@::activates the discharge::
SCIKoepke says:
@::turns on tricorder::
CNSherida says:
CO: Sir, you call for security first. They're here to protect you!
XO_Sulek says:
@Scientist:  How do you comunicate with your friends?
EO-McRae says:
@::activates discharge::
CO_Mav says:
CNS: Not if they can't see what's killing me. Now get to work on something, and don't tell me how to do my job!
FCO_Braun says:
:: notices to himself that the crew appears to be on edge ::
SCIKoepke says:
@::decides to watch::
CNSherida says:
CO: How did things get to this point? You should have called me sooner.
CO_Mav says:
CNS: Did you hear me, Counselor?
CSOKrauz says:
::eyebrows furrow;:  Cns ::raises his voice::  Dr Sheridan, can I talk to you for a moment?  ::motions her over::
Host ACTDMark says:
@ <Sci>  Sulek;  We don't really... its a rudimentary sign language right now.. they indicated we'd be safe here until the storms passed.  They live here.. their species was xeno-phobic, but the majority of them died out on this planet, only Tip and Tap remain.
EO-McRae says:
@::looks around for something to scan::
CO_Mav says:
:: nods to Krauz and motions for her to leave before he gets any more angry ::
CNSherida says:
CO: Sir....::turns to see the CSO motioning to her::
CSOKrauz says:
::motions to the Cns more insistantly::
CNSherida says:
CO: excuse me Captain.
CO_Mav says:
:: sits down quickly ::
CE_Stevns says:
@::scans the cavern for any kind of technical equipment::
XO_Sulek says:
@Scientist: Could they be telepaths...this substance on the cave wall seems to amplify psionic ability.
CNSherida says:
::goes over to the CSO: CSO: Lt. Cmdr. you wanted to see me?
CMO_OMlry says:
::finsihes up his sandwich and sips the remaining whiskey::
SCIKoepke says:
@::scans for weather outside while watching Sulek and the Scientist::
CE_Stevns says:
@::looks over the results and starts to listen to the conversation between the scientist and the XO::
Host ACTDMark says:
@ <sci> Sulek: They aren't telepathic, their species was so fearful of other species that, the idea of concealement was given form by this cavern, thus creating the Class H illusion
CSOKrauz says:
::whispers::  Cnslr:  Its clear that the Captain has taken the appearence of whatever he saw more personally than anyone else has......let him cool down - he will talk when he wants to ::runs a hand through his hair absently...catching himself halfway through it and pulling his hand down quikcly::
SCIKoepke says:
@::decides that now is not a good time to leave...given the storm outside..::
Host ACTDMark says:
@ ACTION: All of the scientists are now awake and milling about.. talking about their dreams.
CNSherida says:
CSO: I understand, but how do you know what he will do?
XO_Sulek says:
@::crosses to the aliens and crosses his arms across his chest and bows::
EO-McRae says:
@CE: No technology.  No wonder they didn't survive.
CSOKrauz says:
Cnslr:  I've been around enough Captains ::smiles::
Host ACTDMark says:
@ ACTION: The Aliens bow in response...
SCIKoepke says:
@EO, CEO: What an anthill....what a noise...
CE_Stevns says:
@EO: Yeah
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI: We should put them back to sleep
CSOKrauz says:
::blinks in response::  FCO:  Can you confirm Transporter lock from your station?
CMO_OMlry says:
::with his whiskey now gone, he gets up and leaves Nero's for nearest TL::  SB...
CE_Stevns says:
::smiles::
CE_Stevns says:
@
CNSherida says:
CSO: I'll take it under advisement for the moment, Lt. Cmdr. ::smiles::
XO_Sulek says:
@Scientist:  The Quirinus is prepared to take you aboard and transport you to safety while you await the passing of the storms.
EO-McRae says:
@SCI: They're scientists, no direction.  They just roam arounding making noise until engineers channel it.
CSOKrauz says:
Cnslr:  If you want people to trust you, let them know you're there...but dont force them, or at least, dont let them know they are being forced
SCIKoepke says:
@CEO: It'd be a lot more quiet.
CE_Stevns says:
@EO: Ain't that the truth
Host ACTDMark says:
@ <Sci> Sulek: Excellent... we'd appreciate that.. And next time we'll bring alarm clocks.
SCIKoepke says:
@EO: You are implying?  ::narrowing her eyes::
CNSherida says:
::steps back and watches the Captain's reactions intently::
EO-McRae says:
@SCI: Who me?  I imply nothing.
CMO_OMlry says:
::exits TL into SB, sees MO::  MO: report...
CO_Mav says:
*Sulek* Report...
XO_Sulek says:
@*Quirinus*:  Research team recovered awaiting to beam up.
CE_Stevns says:
@::smiles:: EO: Not a good idea to get on her bad side.
SCIKoepke says:
@::sighs::
SCIKoepke says:
@::waits for beam-up::
EO-McRae says:
@SCI: Just that scientists rarely get anything done until an engineer shows them what to do.
XO_Sulek says:
@*CO* I trust the apparitions have stopped?
CNSherida says:
:: thinks why is she up here?::
SCIKoepke says:
@EO: Very funny.
CO_Mav says:
*Sulek* Haven't had any for quite a while...
CMO_OMlry says:
<MO> CMO: Trebor is still sleeping... all else is quiet
SCIKoepke says:
@EO: Are you into Martial Arts by any chance?
EO-McRae says:
@CEO: Who's badside? What?  I think one of my old hosts is trying to take over.
CMO_OMlry says:
MO: Thank you, I will take it from here.
EO-McRae says:
@SCI: Taught them at the academy.
CE_Stevns says:
@EO:  The SO, nice lady, mean temper.
CNSherida says:
::leans against the TL door frame::
SCIKoepke says:
@EO: Would you like to join me in the holodeck some time?  I wrote a nice holodeck program...
XO_Sulek says:
@*Quirinus*:  130 Scientists and four AT to beam up.  Scientist:  I trust your friends will be all right until you return.
SCIKoepke says:
@CEO: You don't hafta ruin it...
Host ACTDMark says:
@ <Sci>  Sulek:  They've survived for hundreds of years.. they can survive a day or so.
EO-McRae says:
@SCI: Sure.  It's not one of those easy ones that the Klingons made is it?  Those are so dull.
CO_Mav says:
*Sulek* :: laughs quietly :: 134 people? Yeesh, sounds like a paryt.
CSOKrauz says:
::begins cataloging the sensor logs...colate data..fun fun fun::
XO_Sulek says:
@*Quirinus*Energize
CE_Stevns says:
@::smiles again::EO: I am just playing Ensign.  She is a great person.  I went with her on one of her holodeck programs I had a blast.
SCIKoepke says:
@EO: Oh no!
CO_Mav says:
<Transport Chief> :: begins to beam up the scientists to the different transporter rooms ::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The First batch of scientists and the AT are beamed up.
SCIKoepke says:
@EO: They are all created by me, ranging in difficulty
SCIKoepke says:
@::is beamed up::
EO-McRae says:
@SCI: Good. ::Starts to fade out as transporter locks on::
CMO_OMlry says:
::hears of scientists being beamed aboard::  MED: All staff to all TR's
EO-McRae says:
SCI: I hate the easy ones.  If I'm fighting less than half a dozen people, it's boring.
CMO_OMlry says:
::heads out of SB to TL::  TR1...
XO_Sulek says:
::arrive TR1::steps off pad.  All: A job well done.
SCIKoepke says:
::materializes:: EO: If you like to write holostories, you come up with better characters and opponents
CE_Stevns says:
EO: Goodness Ensign are you a super warrior or something.
EO-McRae says:
::Steps off transporter pad:: SCI: When shall we meet in the holodeck?
XO_Sulek says:
::moves out to TL:: Bridge
CNSherida says:
::watches the bridge crew::
SCIKoepke says:
EO: After the duty shift?
CMO_OMlry says:
*MED* I want checkups on all being beamed aboard.
EO-McRae says:
CEo: No just that good.  Klingon instructors in 3 different lives and it's about all the memories are good for.
SCIKoepke says:
CEO: Just a good Martial Artist...like Bruce Lee.
CSOKrauz says:
CO:  Beamups are occuring smoothly
XO_Sulek says:
::arrives on the bridge and crosses to CO:: CO: A most fascinating mission.
CMO_OMlry says:
::exits TL into TR1::
SCIKoepke says:
::puts dpwm phaser and tricorder::
CE_Stevns says:
SCI: I remember him he was the waaaah guy
CO_Mav says:
CSO: Keep them coming... assign the scientists to rooms, cramp as many in as possible. Make them stay with ensigns in those rooms with bunks.
CNSherida says:
::sees Sulek enter the bridge::
CO_Mav says:
XO: As always.
CE_Stevns says:
::stores his pahser and tricorder in the correct place and places his engineering kit back in stoarge::
CMO_OMlry says:
::begins to do scans on all coming aboard::
CSOKrauz says:
CO:  Perhaps LtCmdr Braun and I can have some Engineering teams convert Cargobay1 to temporary quarters?
EO-McRae says:
SCI: Meet you on the holodeck once I get settled into quarters.  Kinda need those.  ::Stores gear::
CO_Mav says:
CSO: Interesting idea. Go for it.
SCIKoepke says:
EO: I bet!
FCO_Braun says:
:: turns when the CSO speaks his name ::
CSOKrauz says:
Cmdr Braun:  Care to co-ordinate with Engineering?
CNSherida says:
::heads for the Captain:: CO: Sir, do you need me here?
SCIKoepke says:
::leaves TR and enters TL:: TL: Bridge
CO_Mav says:
CNS: No, I guess not... You're free to go.
FCO_Braun says:
CSO:  Yes, Commander, I would glad to do it...
EO-McRae says:
CEO: Of course, that's if it's okay with you sir.  I know I have to report to Engineering first.
CNSherida says:
::smiles slightly:: CO: Thank you sir.
SCIKoepke says:
::enters bridge::
Host ACTDMark says:
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